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FIRST YEAR PASSED, DEAR SIOMOCHKA

Second year passed, You are every minute in my mind, my heart, I write to you every day and I love you very much and miss you, Shela, as you called me Sheluska.
Professor Simon Trakhtenberg
(1926-2011)

SECOND YEAR PASSED, DEAR SIOMOCHKA

725 E-mails
to Siomochka

DEAR SIOMOCHKA: WE ALL TOGETHER WITH OUR FAMILIES AND YOUR CLOSED FRIENDS
We visited you in August. Here you see Edyunuy.
We also were at your son grave.
Dear Siomochka: Two years past and you are not with us. I miss you very much every minute.

Siomas grave on October 24, 2013, 2 years according to the Jewish Calendar.
At the same day near the grave of Simon: my grandson Michael, my son in law, Alex, Shela, granddaughter Hagit, Dr. Imanuel Libman, Prof. Boris Shtabskii.
Siomas grave
All our family in the day of Siomas memory in Siomas flat.
All our family in Siomas flat.
Some photos and memories about my brother

Siomochka with me, Jadwiga, Sofia and her friend in Krakow at my birthday in 2007.
Meeting in Lviv with Novitsky family in 2005.
Letter which was sent to my Dear brother Simon from Prof. Zenon, Warsaw.
Greetings from Siomochka to me in 1995 on my birthday.
Prof. Antonin Lojek, me and Siomochka in Varna, Bulgaria, where we were visiting professors in EU program in center of excellence.
Greetings from my Dear Brother for my birthday to the “Ulpan” where we were staying as new OLIM HADASHIM in 1972 when we only arrived in Israel.
Our family in the front is Simon
Здравствуйте, дядя и тетя!

Дорогой Иосиф! Рад, что через 8 лет я пишу вам. Вся наша ситуация изменилась, и я попросил вас написать мне. Все резко изменилось. Встретимся через 8 лет, а не через 18. Так что бы поспать покушать и пожить дальше. И пусть у вас все будет хорошо. Роскошь и Москва, заработай сколько можно. И вместе с Вами.
Мне съёг вёлентий с Львом
он сидел с Федором.
Мирра сказала, что она занимается тем, что вела
канализацию. И он сидел и не
сделал этого. Если это в сущем
деле я не уверен. Однако, то, что
сообщено здесь, входит.

Письмо адресовано в Краснодар.

Сказала мне, что прочитала
письмо какое-то в течение
проведения моей работы.

Если не ошибаюсь, то
письмо, которое я прочитал, включает
в себя сообщение, что в Москве в 1925-
му году Молотов служил в Москве в воен
ше времен войны.
совместно с Игорем и И веха в братоубийстве не надо брать. Вижу документ "братоубийство" воды в вихре. Да еще банкет в конце лета 1964 года. Мне кажется, что было. И не важно, как брать. А в 1967 и 1971 году, когда мы играли в лес, все было хорошо. И никаких проблем не было, и все нормально.
Four pages of the letter which was sent to me from Siomochka in 1972 to Arad, Israel.
Meeting in Warsaw with the group of our cooperators, where Siomochka is standing in the second row.
Drag which was prescribed by Siomochka to me still in Russia.
We remember you every minute in every activity.

I visited in 2013 the grave of our parents in Lviv and passed your regards and love to them.
The grave of our parents.
We visited Korean cooperators

Shela, Arkadi and Prof. Kim
Shela, Arkadi and Prof. Park (my Korean Son)
I gave a lecture in Korea which normally my Dear brother composed for me about Israel. And now I have to do this myself.
Group of Korean Christians which are supporting Israel and the organizer is Prof. Kim, in blue jaket.
Lecture which I have presented in Korea about life in Israel in Sept. 2013.
We celebrated my birthday in the same restaurant “NELO” where we celebrated my birthday and you still were with us. All our family was together, except you in 2013.
Dear Siomochka: I received flowers exactly as Eleanor sent to me in Poland, when we were together three of us. It is me at my birthday.
These are the lowers which Eleanor brought to me, it is a pity that you did not see.
We celebrated Adas birthday. All your grandchildren, and grandgrandchildren were together. Of course Edunya organized this event
Edyunyu is standing in the back of his mother, your wife. We all sitting and thinking why you are not with us.